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Plan
 Puzzles concerning the connective and
 Traditional approaches
 Grice, Dowty, Levinson

 Relevance Theory analysis

 Relevance Nomological Model




(Blochowiak 2014a)
Refinement of the notion of contextual assumption
Definition of pragmatic connectives rooted in the
definition of logical connectives
application to because and and
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Puzzles involving and
Wilson&Sperber 1998

 Sequencing problem
 Peter left and Mary got angry
 Why do we take the events to have happened in a
certain order?
 Interval problem
 John dropped the vase and it broke vs. John planted
an acorn and it grew
 Why do we take the events to be separated by
different intervals?
 Cause-consequence problem
 Mary pushed John and he fell
 Why do we often take the events to stand in a causal
relation?
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More puzzles involving and
 Unspecified sequence problem
 The atmospheric pressure is low and I have a
headache or Mary is underage and can’t drink
 How do we infer causal (consequential) relations
without a sequence of events
 Horn’s problem
 Usually only cause-consequence order produces
causal readings with and
 Well, John fell and it was slippery
<consequence - cause> + causal
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Previous approaches
Grice

 Sequencing principles (Wilson&Sperber 1998)

 Grice’s solution
 the speakers are supposed to recount
events in the order in which they happened
 temporal connotations are inferred by the
hearers via the maxim of orderliness
 ‘Be orderly’

 inferential version of sequencing principle
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Previous approaches
Dowty


Sequencing principles (Wilson&Sperber 1998)



Dowty’s solution (1986)
 Temporal Discourse Interpretation Principle
Given a sequence of sentences S1…Sn to be
interpreted as a narrative discourse, the
reference time of each sentence Si is
interpreted to be:
(a) a time consistent with the definite time
adverbials in Si, if there are any;
(b) otherwise, a time which immediately follows
the reference time of the previous sentence Si-1
 code-like variant of maxim of orderliness
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What solutions are offered by the
previous approaches?


They can only bring some solutions to the sequencing problem


Sequencing problem







The interval problem is unsolved


Interval problem






Why do we take the events to have happened in a certain order?
Peter left and Mary got angry
because speakers obey the maxim of orderliness
if no adverbs, the reference time of S1 immediately follows S0

Why do we take the events to be separated by different intervals?
John dropped the vase and it broke
the interpretation where 5 months had elapsed between the
dropping and the breaking of the glass would be compatible with
Grice’s maxim

All the problems related to causality are untouched by
sequencing approaches, as Grice and Dowty mainly focused on
temporality
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Previous approaches
Levinson


An approach designed to solve the causeconsequence problem was proposed by
Levinson (1983)


Incremental Algorithm
 the meaning arises incrementally as follows

Giving p and q, try interpreting it as:
(i) p and then q; if successful, try:
(ii) p and therefore q; if successful try also:
(iii) p, and p is the cause of q.
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Levinson’s proposal works for more cases
but not all


Levinson’s proposal works for some of the cases


Sequencing problem







Peter took off his boots and went to bed

Cause-consequence problem  ok




 ok

Mary pushed John and he fell

Unspecified sequence problem


Mary is underage and can’t drink





no sequence of events
the first step of Levinson’s algorithm is never successful
so, the hearer can never reach the cause-consequence
interpretation (3rd step)

Interval problem ??
Horn’s problem - untouched
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Relevance Theory Approach 


Crucial for temporal and causal connotations




contextual assumptions which interact with
pragmatic principles to provide the correct
interpretations




“Pushing cause falling”
“Dropping cause breaking”, etc…



if a glass is dropped, it typically breaks upon the
impact
if an acorn is planted, it takes some time to grow

More particularly, one knows that





Crucially if such principles are able to solve
interval problem and cause-consequence problem,
the sequencing principles (à la Grice and Dowty)
are redundant

RT is certainly on a good track
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Relevance Theory Approach 


However, the contextual assumptions and their exact
interaction with the pragmatic principles are stated in
too vague terms



The causal interpretation in Horn’s counterexample comes
in the consequence-cause order:

Well, John fell and it was slippery  causal interpretation



Why is it impossible in no-Horn-like cases?




Mary fell and John pushed her  no causal interpretation

Contextual assumptions are always available…
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What do we need more?



In order to tackle the problem of connectives we need


a more fine-grained notion of contextual
assumptions
 Relevance Nomological Model (Blochowiak
2014a)




Pragmatic Background

a more precise definition of connectives
 pragmatic definition of connectives which is
rooted in logic within Relevance Nomological
Model
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Relevance Nomological Model (RNM)
(Blochowiak 2014)


The essential notion of the RNM:


Pragmatic Background – the set of all propositions
believed by a speaker s to be true at time t



The crucial property – structured set of propositions
as it differentiates between


individual

and

simple, individual facts


general propositions
general truths (laws)

regular and random propositions
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Functional definition of connectives


Definition of pragmatic connectives (non-logical connectives)
rooted in the definition of logical connectives
 to what extend they are similar
 what properties make them different
 2 properties responsible for their difference will be
identified
 construction of a classification of connectives based on
these 2 properties



BECAUSE
 application of the classification to because
 elements of the definition of meaning of because
 importance of law (a type of contextual assumption)



AND
 definition of pragmatic connectives together within RNM will
allow to shed a light on puzzles related to and (Horn problem)
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Logical and pragmatic connectives
– common definition


Logical and pragmatic connectives can be seen as rooted in the
same definition (at some level of abstraction)



Connectives – functors


they express functions which take two expressions as their
arguments and yield as value one (complex) expression (usually a
complex expression containing the connective).



and






arguments:
value:

P, Q
P and Q




arguments:
value:

John fell, Mary pushed John
John fell because Mary pushed him

because
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Logical and pragmatic connectives
– questions of differences




Even if similarities exist, there are some obvious differences
and some less obvious
Where do these differences come from?
What kind of differences we are talking about?


Typical question




More fundamental questions






e.g.: what is the status of temporal and causal relations
conveyed by and in natural language?
How come that pragmatic connectives express relations?
What are (formal) differences between logical and pragmatic
connectives that prevent the former and allow the latter to
express relations?
Beyond the possibility of expressing relations, are there any
other differences? If yes, what they are and where do they
come from?

Addressing these fundamental questions helps identifying
properties important for analysis of pragmatic connectives
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Two important oppositions:

1st – extensionality vs. intensionality


Logical connectives are extensional



they take into account extensions of propositions only (i.e.: their
truth-values), ignoring their intensions
their semantics is provided by their truth-table definitions




pq=qp

Pragmatic connectives are intensional


they take into account the intensions of propositions they link
together



e.g. types of eventualities
different eventualities have different temporal and causal
properties



In some cases it is possible to keep logical properties of connectives

Bern is the capital of CH and Rome is the capital of IT
In some cases it is not

John cut his finger and it’s bleeding
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Relations

 Taking into account intensions of propositions
leads to the necessity of dealing with relations


it is not the ontology of events that will adapt itself to
connectives but the other way around…



the ontology of entities we refer to with propositions linked
by connectives interplays with semantics of these
connectives by putting some constraints on their use
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Two important oppositions:

2nd – homogeneity vs. heterogeneity
 The field of the function expressed by logical
connectives is homogenic



arguments and values come from the same set of entities,
namely: propositions
technically, logical connectives are operators on the set of
truth-values {0, 1}

 The field of the function expressed by pragmatic
connectives is heterogenic


in their domain – they can take as arguments all kinds of
objects, e.g.
 simple declarative propositions


John fell because Mary pushed him.



I think that the neighbors are at home because the lights
are on

 propositions with speaker’s attitude
 but also: orders, questions, etc…



Hurry up, because we are late.
What are you doing tonight? Because there is nice movie.
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Two important oppositions:

heterogeneity of counterdomain of pragmatic
connectives


in their counterdomain – they can deliver as value different
kinds of objects, i.e
the bloc constituted by “P connective Q”
can create two very different kinds of linguistic objects:

 propositions – simple descriptions of some (complex)
states of affairs
 John fell because Mary pushed him
 arguments – the inferences actually performed hic et
nunc by the speaker
 Mary pushed John therefore he fell.
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Creating a classification based on
these two oppositions
 extentionality vs. intensionality identities ontological
dimension
 kinds of eventualities (states, events, …)
 degree of agent’s involvement in described actions
(Intentional vs. non-Intentional states of affairs cf.
Searle 1986)

 homegeneity vs. heterogeneity identifies formal
dimension
 propositional way of presenting things
 demonstrative way of presenting things
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BECAUSE
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How the classification works for
BECAUSE – illustration on two types


The quickest way to determine two types of because is to
consider the question they address (question under discussion
QUD, cf. Roberts 1996)



The QUD will help us to identify types of entities related by
because



First family of because-sentences addresses an
explanatory kind of questions  BASIC because
 Why-question




The ground is wet because it rained
John fell because Mary pushed him
Why did John fall? / Why the ground is wet?

 entities under question refer to some external states
of affairs for which we want to find some explanation
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How the classification works for
BECAUSE


Second family of because-sentences addresses a
justificatory kind of questions  EPISTEMIC because





How do you know…; Why do you believe...; Why do you
claim… ;…
Neighbors must be at home, because the lights are on
*Why neighbors are at home?
How do you know neighbors are at home?

 entities under question refer to some speaker’s
Intentional mental states for which we want to find
some reason, some justification



First opposition – entities under discussion refer to
external states of affairs or to speaker’s Intentional
mental states
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How the classification works for
BECAUSE


Second opposition – homogeneity vs. heterogeneity



With pragmatic connectives, it is possible to present things
both in propositional way or in demonstrative way


basic because – propositions





epistemic because – demonstrations






John fell because Mary pushed him
It’s not true that John fell because Mary pushed him

Neighbors must be at home because the lights are on
# It’s not the case that neighbors must be at home because the lights
are on

So far  two big families of because classified using the two
oppositions
Now  the meaning of because in more details …
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Meaning of BECAUSE


Fundamental question: where do the relations conveyed by
because come from?



Conjecture: behind every because-sentence, there is a law or
rule describing a nomic connection of some specific kind (cf.
general propositions from Pragmatic Background - RNM)



What kind of law or rule?





mostly ‘everyday’ laws or rules but also ‘real’ laws of science
they reflects speakers’ world knowledge about regularities
do not hold universally, they have exceptions, etc.
so, ultimately such laws have the form of generic statements

“if it rains, normally/usually/in absence of contrary
circumstances /ceteris paribus, the ground is wet”


The speaker is ready to utter a sentence with because if s/he
recognizes particulars entities (states of affairs) as instantiations of
types of entities related by a such a nomic connection (law or rule)
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AND
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AND

 Recall of Horn’s problem
 And-sentences
 causal interpretation is possible only in iconic order
(order matching the temporal one)


It was slippery and John fell

<cause – consequence>
 John fell and it was slippery

 causal
 no causal

<consequence - cause>

 Horn’s counterexample
 causal interpretation of and-sentences comes out in the
‘wrong’ order (non-iconic one)


Well, John fell and it was slippery
<consequence-cause>

 causal
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Why causal interpretations are
available?


Our knowledge of the world, and, in particular, our knowledge
of regularities, allows us to see some events as not random
 John fell
 Normally, people do not fall … without a cause
 ‘John fell’ does carry the presupposition of nonrandomness
 What can be a form of such a presupposition?









Existential closure of formula: e1 CAUSE (e1, John fell)
Question: Why did John fall?
Behind, there is a law and the non-random event is a
possible instantiation of a consequent of such a law
If x pushes y, then y falls or If x steps on a slippery
surface, then x falls

John won big money in the Lottery
Leman lake lays between Switzerland and France
 does not carry the presupposition of non-randomness
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What we know about presuppositions
related to conjuncts of the connective and


Projection properties of conjunction are not symmetric
(Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet, 1990: 366)

[The proposition] p and q uttered in a context inherits all the
presuppositions of both p and q
except for any presuppositions of q that are contextually entailed by p
and in particular entailed by p together with propositions contained in the
common ground.




1a. If John is married to Linda then he has children.
1b. John is married to Linda, and all his children are asleep.
1c. pp: John has some children



The presupposition of the second conjunct of (1b) is entailed by
the proposition from the common ground (1a) together with the
first conjunct of (1b). By this mechanism the presupposition of the
second conjunct is filtered out.
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How it works for causal
interpretations of and


Similar mechanism may be postulated to explain causal
interpretations of and (Blochowiak 2014a, 2014b)











1a. If it rains, the ground is wet
1b. It rains and the ground is wet.
1c. pp: There is an unknown causing event / Why the ground is
wet?

The second conjunct carries the presupposition of nonrandomness of the ground being wet.
The presence of a causal law in the common (back)ground
of the speakers is also guaranteed
Now the first conjunct together with the law (1a) allow to
saturate the unknown event variable so that the
presupposition of the existence of an unknown event
vanishes.
The why-question has been answered. The causal
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interpretation is possible.

Causal interpretations of and

Why it does not work when it doesn’t?
 Impossible causal interpretations of and


Switching the conjuncts around…

 1a. If it rains then the ground is wet
 1b. The ground is wet and it rains
 1c. pp: Why the ground is wet? / There is an unknown
causing event

 Now, the presupposition interesting for us is related
to the first conjunct, and thus, it can not be filtered
out.
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Horn’s counterexamples



Causal interpretations of and in ‘wrong’ order


Well, John fell and it was slippery.



It seems to be a reaction to something already contained in
the common ground, and well signals that the speaker does
not agree with this (Zeevat & Jasinskaja 2007: 22)

This example is particular with respect to 2 facts





A:



B:

John didn’t fall just because it was slippery
He is an experienced climber.
Well, he fell and it was slippery.

It has special prosody. It is due to the type of and used here is
not similar to previous ones. This is demonstrative use of and.
The speaker uses propositions here as premises in his
reasoning.


How can we know it?



Negation is impossible.
Possible paraphrase: Well, it is true that John fell and it is true that
it was slippery.
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Horn’s counterexamples
An explanation


LAW





Events described by the propositions presuppose the
applicability of the causal law to the situation
If one steps on a slippery surface, normally one falls

The point the speaker A tries to make saying


A:

John didn’t fall just because it was slippery
He is an experienced climber.



The speaker A provides an objection aiming at demonstrating
that the law that we could think is applicable to the situation,
in fact, is not, because there is a presence of one of
exceptional clauses which is capable of suspending the
applicability of this law in this situation.



The law may not be applicable to people with some special
skills (e.g. climbing skills) who are able to better manage
slippery surfaces
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Horn’s counterexamples
An explanation


The point the speaker B tries to make saying










B:

Well, he fell and it was slippery.

First, the speaker B just reaffirms what was already known
By this reaffirmation, B aims at rejecting the objection
provided by A
Even if B agrees that John is an experienced climber, for some
(unsaid) reason s/he does not retain this information as a valid
objection
The speaker B maintains de facto the law presupposed earlier
as applicable to the situation, since the exceptional clause
(which could a priori suspend the applicability of the law)
cannot be retained (according to B)
Therefore, the only available conclusion is the one suggested
by the speaker B
At the same time, in absence of any other objection, the
speaker A is somehow coerced to accept the conclusion
suggested by B’s demonstration.
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Horn’s counterexamples
Commutativity recovered
 If this is all correct, that is, if and in Horn’s kind of
examples (at least in causal cases) serves to make
inferences, then we should be able to construct the same
kind of example by switching the conjuncts around.

 A: John didn’t fall just because it was slippery
He is an experienced climber.
 B: Well, it was slippery and he fell.

 It seems possible 
 Commutativity recovered!
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Conclusions



Taking into account a sub-class of contextual assumptions
(laws) in the RNM together with the functional definition of
pragmatic connectives allowed to propose new solutions
Logical and pragmatic connectives are rooted in common
definition


differences have been analyzed using two oppositions






The analysis demonstrated that because and and can be
employed both in propositional and demonstrative uses
In propositional uses of and




extensionality vs. intensionality AND homogeneity vs.
heterogeneity to which correspond propositional and
demonstrative uses of connectives

causal interpretations come out as filtering out of
presuppositions related to and

In the case of ‘Horn’s counterexamples’


the solution consists in treating them as illustrations of
demonstrative uses of and where



speaker presents an argument
the causal interpretation is possible in both orders
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